Facial Responses During Perception Predict Authenticity Evaluations
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INTRODUCTION
Perceiving facial expressions often evokes activity in facial muscles and in motor and somatosensory systems, and this activity relates to performance in emotion
recognition tasks [1]. It remains unclear whether such sensorimotor mechanisms are specific to the visual modality or extend to audition.
Nonverbal vocalizations, such as laughter and crying, represent an efficient and primitive channel for emotional communication. A distinction can be made between
authentic and posed vocalizations. For example, authentic laughs are less controlled and reflect a genuinely felt emotion, while posed laughs are part of more deliberate
communicative acts [2].
Aims. (1) To determine whether facial muscles respond differently when we listen to authentic compared to posed vocalizations. We focused on laughter and crying,
and examined three muscles: zygomaticus (pulls the lip corners up), orbicularis (produces wrinkles around the eye socket), and corrugator (lowers and furrows the
eyebrows). (2) To determine whether facial responses during listening to vocalizations are associated with subjective evaluations of emotional authenticity.
(Link to preprint: https://psyarxiv.com/ngmkd)

METHODS
Participants/Task. 100 participants (Mage = 24.2) first completed an implicit emotion
processing task, during which facial and electrodermal responses were recorded. They
listened passively to the sounds and were not informed that they varied in authenticity.
The same participants then performed an explicit authenticity evaluation task. They
listened to the sounds again and evaluated them on a seven-point Likert scale from 1
(posed) to 7 (authentic).
Stimuli. 80 vocalizations, 20 per condition: posed laughter, authentic laughter, posed
crying, authentic crying. They were generated by six speakers in a sound-proof anechoic
chamber at UCL.
Psychophysiological measurement. BIOPAC MP150 using the EDA100C Electrodermal
response and EMG100C Electromyogram amplifiers; recording software AcqKnowledge.
Electrodermal activity was measured on the palmar surface of the middle phalanges of
the index and middle fingers of the non-dominant hand. Facial data were measured at the
left corrugator, zygomatic and orbicularis muscles.

RESULTS
Behavioral results. Authentic laughs and cries were perceived as more authentic than
their posed counterparts, with a difference of 2.2 points (95% CI [1.8, 2.5]

Spontaneous facial responses during passive listening

Physiological results. Facial responses were stronger for laughter compared to crying.
During listening to laughter, there was a selective activation of the zygomaticus and
orbicularis (peak around 3.5 s after sound onset). This activation was higher for authentic
compared to posed laughs. Listening to crying did not elicit responses different from 0.
Increased average activity of the orbicularis predicted higher authenticity ratings for
authentic and posed laughs; and increased average activity of the corrugator predicted
lower authenticity ratings for authentic and posed laughs. Participants showing more
differentiated facial responses across laughter types also showed improved authenticity
discrimination: zygomaticus, 95% CI [0.9, 3.1]; orbicularis, 95% CI [0.9, 2.6].

Effects of facial responses on subjective authenticity ratings

Electrodermal responses were more frequent for authentic compared to posed laughs,
but they were not associated with authenticity evaluations.

CONCLUSIONS
We showed that (1) authentic and posed laughs trigger distinct facial (and electrodermal) responses during perception; and that (2) those responses predict
subsequent subjective authenticity evaluations.
Authentic laughs evoked more spontaneous activity than posed laughs in muscles typically associated with positive affect, the zygomaticus and orbicularis. In the
orbicularis (often associated with genuine affect), stronger responses predicted higher perceived authenticity. In the corrugator, a muscle associated with negative affect
and/or cognitive effort, stronger responses predicted lower perceived authenticity. For crying, physiological responses were minimal and not related to perception.
The current study shows that emotional authenticity affects peripheral nervous system responses to vocalizations. That such responses related to subjective authenticity
ratings is consistent with sensorimotor models of emotion processing. Sensorimotor mechanisms might be a route for emotion processing across modalities.
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